
Guidelines for Creative Human-AI Interaction

Facilitate 
collaboration in 
interaction

Establish the role of the AI 
and human collaborator(s) 
clear prior to the interaction.
 
Afford intent, agency and 
decision-making to all 
collaborators.

CREATIVITY SUPPORT

1.

Design playful 
interactions

Aspects of playful design such 
as creating safe spaces for 
failure, management of 
risk-taking, and increasing 
enjoyment foster positive 
affect and creative 
expression.

CREATIVITY SUPPORT

2.

Model creative 
behavior with AI

AI agents demonstrating 
creativity is emulated by 
human creators. 

Demonstrate verbal, figural 
and constructional creative 
process and creative product.

CREATIVITY SUPPORT

3.

Leverage social 
interactions with 
AI agents

Build social behaviors in AI 
agents such as contextual 
question asking,curiosity,  
positive reinforcement, 
challenges, and humor.

CREATIVITY SUPPORT

4.

Make space for 
free exploration

Design creativity support 
tools with space for free 
exploration and open-ended 
creation environments. 

Avoid relying on one right 
answer.

CREATIVITY SUPPORT

5.

Establish a shared 
creative goal.

Establish a creative goal for 
the creative product being 
developed. 

In some cases of no fixed 
goals, the creative process 
itself becomes the creative 
goal. 

CREATIVITY SUPPORT

6.

Positive 
reinforcement

Provide contextual, nuanced 
and relevant positive 
reinforcement to the human 
creator.

CREATIVITY SUPPORT

7.

Motivate 
divergent thinking

Intentionally design for the AI 
agent to prompt the human 
creator to diverge from their 
initial ideation through social 
interactions or making the AI’s 
input divergent. 

CREATIVITY SUPPORT

8.

Provide creators 
with agency

The creators should be 
provided creative agency 
through avenues of declaring 
intent, fine control, making 
guided edits, altering 
directions.

Systems must adapt to user 
feedback.

CREATIVITY SUPPORT

9.

What data does 
the system learn 
from?

Strive towards exposing 
datasets, metadata and 
sources of datasets that 
creative AI systems learn 
from.

EXPLAINABILITY

10.

Design with 
stakeholders

Employ co-design and 
participatory design methods 
to design with and for 
stakeholder and address their 
diverse needs and goals. 

Provide scaffolds to support 
stakeholders as primary 
designs of the system. 

INCLUSIVITY

19.

How accurate is 
the AI?

Make transparent confidence 
scores, error rates, accuracy 
rates, on which data and 
context is accuracy calculated. 
Make transparent known 
errors.

Design interfaces to align user 
expectations and model 
performances.

EXPLAINABILITY

11.

What kind of 
output does the AI 
generate?

Make transparent to creators 
what modality of artifact the 
AI is designed to generate.

EXPLAINABILITY

12.

What is the role of 
AI in the creative 
process?

In the creative process, make 
transparent what the role of 
the AI will be, in time and 
task.

EXPLAINABILITY

13.

How does the AI 
generate media?

Design interfaces that explain 
how the underlying AI system 
works, what datasets it uses, 
how it connects to the user 
input, how it is trained, who 
trains them, and what known 
limitations are.

EXPLAINABILITY

14.

How do changes in 
user input vary AI 
outputs?

Users must have a way to 
alter user inputs to witness 
how AI outputs vary to gain 
insights about how user 
inputs connect to generated 
media.

EXPLAINABILITY

15.

How can user data 
be used?

Declare, in an accessible and 
understandable manner, how 
user data that is input into the 
sustem can be used and 
shared, by the AI systems and 
AI corporations.

EXPLAINABILITY

16.

How can 
generated media 
be used?

Declare, in an accessible and 
understandable manner, how 
generated media that is input 
into the sustem can be used 
and shared, by the AI systems 
and AI corporations.

EXPLAINABILITY

17.

What is the 
environmental 
impact of AI?

Accompany AI tools with the 
known environmental impact 
of training their underlying 
algorithms.

EXPLAINABILITY

18.

Evaluate with target 
users in natural 
environments

AI must be evluated with 
users that represent the 
target population. 

Evaluate tools in user’s natural 
environments and contexts in 
which they are expected to 
use the tool. 

INCLUSIVITY

20.

Reduce barriers to 
entry

Make tools accessible for 
both expert and non-expert 
users. 

Design to reduce language, 
economic, gender, racial, 
geographical, resource and 
expertise-based access 
barriers. 

INCLUSIVITY

21.

Mitigate social 
biases

Employ bias mitigation 
techniques such as using 
balanced datasets, wide 
testing, iterative design and 
longitudnal feedback. 

Employ AI fairness techniques 
to reduce algorithmic bias. 

INCLUSIVITY

22.

Check for 
appropriateness

Check for the appropriateness 
of the AI system pertaining to 
users’ demographics, 
including, livedexperiences, 
gender, social-economic 
status, age, gender and race.  

INCLUSIVITY

23.

Afford multiple 
modalities of 
creation

AI tools for creativity support 
must allow multiple modalities 
of creative input for users 
with accessibility diverse 
needs. 

INCLUSIVITY

24.


